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Oil On Canevas By Pierre Dumont

2 800 EUR

Signature : Pierre DUMONT

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Oil painting
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e-dumont.html

Dealer

Art Stannum
Old pewters, by J-C COMMENCHAL, expert

Tel : 0232571495

Mobile : 06 07 11 20 35

12, rue Pierre MENDES-FRANCE

Freneuse-sur-Risle 27290

Description

By Pierre DUMONT (1884-1936)

Norman post-impressionist school.

Oil on canvas "LA SEINE AUX ANDELYS"

Signed lower left

Dimensions of the work: 38 x 46 cm

Well framed

In perfect condition, however, a protective

re-covering is reported.

François Lespinasse, a great specialist and expert

from the Norman School, summarizes the

biography of Pierre Dumont as follows:

1903-1905: First paintings and meetings with

Louvrier, Pinchon, Fréchon, Delattre



1905-1908: "Fauve" period with large vigorous

brushstrokes, landscapes around Rouen, Ile

Lacroix, Varengeville, harvest scenes...treated

with pure colors.

He meets Angrand, Fréchon, Matisse, Vlaminck,

Friez, Marquet, Derain.

1908-1927: Period of portraits including those of

Pinchon and Apollinaire, punctuated by a short

passage to Cubism including a famous "Homage

to Cézanne"

1910-1927: Progressive acquisition of a clean and

unique style with the series of the cathedrals of

Rouen, the rue de l'Epicerie, still lifes, the quays

of Paris and Notre-Dame...

From this date, he suffered several strokes

accompanied by delirious anger and in 1934,

paralyzed in his right hand, he stopped painting.

He produced a few "left hand" paintings and died

in April 1936 at the age of 52.
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GUARANTEE

Former professor at IDETH (Institute for

Technical and Historical Studies of Objects of

Art)

Former professor at EAC (School of Art and

Communication)

Former member of the UFE (French Union of

Experts)

Jean-Claude COMMENCHAL guarantees the

authenticity of the object described above.

A detailed descriptive invoice including a

photograph will be provided to the buyer upon

request.

PAYMENT

- By French check payable to COMMENCHAL

Jean-Claude

- By bank transfer to the order of



COMMENCHAL Jean-Claude

IBAN: FR76 3002 7160 2700 0206 4620 173

BIC: CMCIFRPP

- By Paypal transfer to jc.commenchal@orange.fr

SHIPPING

Sending to France by "Colissimo" with tracking

within a maximum of 48 hours. With

recommendation and insurance on request. Postal

transport is offered to mainland France.

Shipping to the whole world by registered

"Colissimo". With insurance on request.

To find out the shipping costs to Europe or

Worldwide, click on "Buy online" and select your

country, or contact me by email.

ASK A QUESTION

French-speaking buyers: by phone or email

Non-French-speaking buyers: exclusively by

email
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